You will need to have a power point with four slides only.

- **First slide**: the title of the project and the name(s)
- **Second slide**: the important assumptions
- **Third slide**: The technologies you used in the course project: programming language, database, operating system, IDE, Framework(if used), ...
- **Fourth Slide (optional)**: Division of the teamwork (if you have a team)

Demo the following:

1. The admin logs in, set up calendar.
2. The admin creates a doctor account Dan Johnson.
3. The patient Jane Doe registers an account in your system
4. The patient Jane Doe logs in, see her appointment if any
5. The doctor Dan Johnson logs in, see his schedule
6. Jane Doe makes an surgery appointment with the doctor Dan Johnson on Oct. 31, 2019 at 10:00am to remove one of her teeth